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to winds flowing over cold currents before they reach the
land The air temperature is raised as it passes overland
and consequently these winds tend to absorb rather than
to deposit moisture The contrast is pointed by the rainfall
figures e g Eucla with 10 inches annually is to be contrasted
with Sydney in about the same latitude but with an annual
fall of about 50 inches
A feature of the climate of southern Australia is the
association of the rainfall with storms known to metero
legists as Lows or Cyclones because of the low barometric
pressure and the generally circular movement of the winds
m the systems These Lows are huge eddies carried along
in the air stream not unlike whirlpools in a fast current
each whirlpool revolving round its own vortex and at the
same time being carried along with the stream They develop
in the stream of the Westerlies and the fronts associated
with them bring ram and storms They move in an easterly
direction at varying speeds but the track followed is by no
means constant for different Lows nor regular for any one
Low In an effort to fill the Low air from all directions
flows into the area of low pressure in a clock wise spiral
In a longer or shorter time the Low moves on and is
succeeded by a high pressure system It follows that a place
in southern Australia will experience northerly winds as the
Low approaches followed by squally Westerlies and then
cool Southerhes after the centre has passed
These disturbances affect the southern half of the con
tinent with remarkable regularity sometimes crossing farther
to the north and drawing the cold southerly influences far
inland sometimes passing farther to the south and leaving
the interior and southern areas open to tropical influences
As the Lows pass eastward they are followed by southerly
winds with cold rams and frequently snow in the highlands

